Please rank the student presentations that you attended. (If you grade a presentation you did not attend, you will get no credit for turning in this evaluation.) Do not include your own presentation in the ranking (thus, you will have a maximum of four groups to rank). If you wish, you may give letter grades or numeric scores (on a 100 point scale) to the presentations as well. You should examine the presentation requirements handout (also on the web) and see what it required. Generally, presentations should have themes, identify theories (and research traditions), examine current occurrences, and discuss importance (democracy, progressiveness) in a manner that is correct, clear, and creative.

As a reminder, here are the presentations, along with (some of) the current events used:

Power II: Chris Lee scandal, Senator Bennett’s convention loss, Tea Party in midterm elections

Representation: Matheson (UT 2), Senator Hatch, Hillary Clinton and Michelle Obama and International Women’s Day, Governor Christie

Congress: GRAMA (Utah records law), José Serrano and Jeff Fortenberry, Wisconsin budget repair bill, Heath Care reform

Bureaucracy: Florida standardized test (FCAT), AT&T/T-Mobile merger, Wisconsin union, GAO report

Constitution: anti-abortion bill, health care reconciliation, Cheney and Halliburton

Send an email to the instructor (goodliffe@byu.edu) by 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, 5 April 2011. Do not discuss (or make copies of) the ranking you assign with your peers. The grades you assign will influence but not constrain the instructor’s grades. More justification and support for the ranking will be weighted accordingly.
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